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The effect of mutual Coulomb-mediated interactions between ions of two different mass-to- 
charge ratios (but equal ion cyclotron orbital radii) on their Fourier transform ion cyclotron 
resonance (FT/ICR) mass spectral frequency difference is derived analytically and measured 
experimentally. For a cylindrical ion trap, ion packets are modeled theoretically as infinitely 
extended lines of charge, and contributions to cyclotron frequency difference due to direct 
Coulomb repulsion between the lime charges as well as the forces arising from image charge 
induced on the trap electrodes by each line charge are calculated. A striking theoretical 
prediction is that the effect on ICR frequency difference of mutual Coulomb repulsion 
between ions in a mass doublet may be compensated by the image-charge effect. AS a result, 
there is an optimal (calculable) ion cyclotron orbital radius at which the measured cyclotron 
orbital frequency difference between ions of two different mass-to-charge ratios is indepen- 
dent of mutual Coulomb-mediated interactions between the two components of the mass 
doublet! Moreover, if the two mass-doublet component ions are present in equal numbers, 
then the measured ion cyclotron orbital frequency difference is also independent of all 
Coulomb-mediated interactions between the two types of ions! Thus, the single largest 
systematic error in measurement of mass difference in a mass doublet by ET/ICR mass 
spectrometry may be virtually eliminated by appropriate control of ICR orbital radius 
and/or by performing measurements at various relative abundance ratios and extrapolating 
to equal relative abundance of the two mass-doublet components. We report ex 
9 
erimental 
tests and verification of these predictions for two different mass doublets: He+/3H* 
(cylindrical trap at 4.7 Tesla) and 12C’Hz/‘4 NC (cubic trap at 7.0 Tesla). From the latter 
measurement, we determine the mass of atomic nitrogen as m(14N) = 14.003 074 014(19) U. 
(J Am Sot Mass Spectram 1993, 4, 855-868) 
T 
he potential of Fourier transform ion cyclotron 
resonance mass spectrometry (FT/ICR/MS) 
[l, 21 for precise mass measurement has long 
been recognized [3-51. FT/ICR/MS may in fact offer 
the most precise method for measuring the mass dif- 
ference between ions of two unlike mass-to-charge 
ratios (i.e., a mass “doublet”). The great advantages of 
FT/ICR are that ions of different mass may be trapped 
at the same spatial location, excited to the same cy- 
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clotron orbital radius, and detected simultaneously at 
extremely high-mass resolving power. Therefore, such 
effects as long-term drift of the magnetic field or varia- 
tion of various experimental parameters with time 
and/or temperature, which restrict the precision of 
absolute frequency measurements, may be virtually 
eliminated in measurement of mass d$ermces. More- 
over, even moderate relative accuracy in a mass dif- 
ference measurement may translate into extremely high 
accuracy for an absolute mass ratio determination. For 
example, our recent FT/ICR determination of the mass 
difference, &H,O*) - m(‘HO+) [6], with relative 
imprecision of 8 X 1OP (equivalent to 12 nu), corre- 
sponding to 6 x 10P1’ imprecision for the mass ratio, 
m(‘H,0f)/m(2HO+), compares favorably to the best 
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prior published imprecision of 4 X lo-*’ obtained 
for the mass ratio, m(‘2C’60’>/m(‘4N~), based on 
single-ion measurements with a compensated Penning 
trap PI. 
Limits on mass accuracy in the FT/ICR measure- 
ment of the ma,ss difference in a mass doublet arise 
principally from spatial and temporal inhomogeneity 
in the static magnetic field, nonquadrupolar electro- 
static trapping potential, spatial inhomogeneity in the 
RF electric excitation field, Coulomb-mediated forces 
on the orbiting ion packet, and relativistic ion velocity 
[B-11]. Among these effects, the Coulomb-mediated 
forces arising from packets of ions of two different 
mass-to-charge ratios are the least characterized and 
understood. Systematic errors in precise mass mea- 
surement arising from direct ion-ion Coulomb repul- 
sions and the Coulomb interaction between an orbiting 
ion packet and the image charge induced by that 
(or another) ion packet on the detection electrodes of 
the ion trap have been noted previously 18, 121, and 
were taken into account in prior FT/ICR/MS-based 
measurements of the 3H+/3Hef mass difference 
[B, 13-151. In this article, we consider the effects of 
Coulomb-mediated interactions on the mass difference 
determined from the ICR frequency difference be- 
tween ions of two different mass-to-charge ratios. 
In an early theoretical model for ion-ion Coulomb 
repulsion in ICR 1161, an ion packet was modeled as 
a uniformly charged ellipsoid of revolution whose 
primary axis is coaxial with the magnetic field (and 
ion trap) symmetry axis (z-direction), leading to a 
quadrupolar electrostatic potential. Since a quadrupe 
lar electrostatic potential leads to a particularly simple 
ion cyclotron frequency-to-mass relation [17], the ellip- 
soid model proved useful for moderately precise ( - 1 
ppm) mass measurements over a wide ‘mass range. 
However, the usual experimental situation during 
FT/ICR detection is that ions of interest are excited to 
approximately equal cyclotron orbital radii, and the 
remaining ions (which would otherwise reside on or 
near the z-axis) are ejected before detection. Therefore, 
more realistic recent descriptions consider orbiting ion 
packets modeled as points, disks, rings, or cylinders 
[X+20]. In a purely quadrupolar electrostatic trapping 
potential, mutual Coulomb repulsions between ions of 
the same mass-to-charge ratio do not shift the ion 
cyclotron orbital frequency [19, 211, but Coulomb re- 
pulsion between ions of unlike mass-to-charge ratios 
produces a net radially outward-directed force that 
opposes the Lorentz force from the applied magnetic 
field. As a result, the ion cyclotron frequency of ions of 
a given mass-to-charge ratio is shifted downward com- 
pared with the cyclotron frequency in the absence of 
Coulomb repulsions. 
A second Coulomb-mediated effect is the shift in 
ion cyclotron orbital frequency arising from the attrac- 
tive force between an ion and its image charge induced 
in the side (i.e., excitation and detection) electrodes of 
the ion trap (Figure 1). This force is also net radial 
Electrode 
Figure 1. Schematic of the three Coulomb-mediated forces dis- 
cussed in this article, for two ion packets of NI ions of mass-to- 
charge ratio m,/q,, and N2 ions of mass-to-charge ratio m,/q,, 
orbiting about the symmetry axis of an applied magnetic field, B, 
at the &ne ion cyclotron radius, T. F,,(;j is the d&ct Coulomb 
repulsion force on a given ion of type 1 from all ions of type 2. 
) is the Coulomb force on an ion of 
induced by all ions of type 1 (or 
outward, and acts to lower the ion cyclotron orbital 
frequency (see Theory). The effect of image charge on 
ICR mass determination has previously been analyzed 
for an ion packet modeled as a point charge in a 
spherical capacitor [22], a line charge in an infinitely 
extended cylinder [23], and a point charge in a finite 
cylindrical or cubic trap [24]. 
We denote the three principal types of Coulomb- 
mediated interactions [8,15] as “charge l-charge 2” for 
direct ion-ion Coulomb repulsion, “charge l-image 1” 
for the Coulomb attraction between ions of a given 
mass-to-charge ratio with the image charge induced by 
those same ions, and “charge l-image 2” for the 
Coulomb attraction between ions of one mass-to-charge 
ratio with the image charge induced by ions of a 
different mass-to-charge ratio. The charge l-charge 2 
interaction does not depend on trap geometry, and 
prior treatments [19, 201 suffice for the present pur- 
pose. The charge l-image 1 and charge l-image 2 
effects do depend on trap geometry, and we base (and 
justify) our analysis on ion packets modeled as line 
charges in an elongated cylinder [ 231 or in a cubic trap 
[24-271. 
For the usual case that ions of two different mass- 
to-charge ratios have the same ion cyclotron orbital 
radius, we shall show that charge l-image 2 interac- 
tions average to zero during a typical detection period. 
Next, although both direct ion-ion and ion-image 
charge interactions shift the ion cyclotron orbital fre- 
quency downward, we are able to show that both 
effects vanish for equal numbers of ions of two differ- 
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ent mass-to-charge ratios at the same cyclotron radius, 
because each ion cyclotron frequency is shifted (by 
charge l-charge 2, and charge l-image 1 or charge 
Z-image 2 interactions) by exactly the same amount. 
Finally, and less obviously, we show that the charge 
l-charge 2 and charge l-image 1 interactions produce 
opposite-sign shift (with opposite cyclotron radius de- 
pendence) in the ion cyclotron frequency difference 
between packets of ions of different mass-to-charge 
ratio but equal cyclotron radii. Thus, it is possible to 
choose an optimal cyclotron orbital radius at which the 
two effects cancel, even for unequal populations of the 
two types of ions! These predictions are tested experi- 
mentally on two mass doublets, 3He+/ 3H+ (a close 
doublet, observed in a cylindrical trap at 4.7 Tesla) and 
12C’Hi/‘4N* (a wide doublet, observed in a cubic 
trap at 7.0 Tesla). The latter measurement leads to a 
new and ultraprecise determination of the atomic mass 
of 14N, with an accuracy comparable to the most 
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Figure 2. Schematic cross-section through the y = 0 plane of a 
cylindrical ICR ion trap, cutting through the equipotential sur- 
faces of the electrostatic trapping potential. Before cyclotron 
excitation (11, ions are bunched in a tight packet on the z-axis 
near the center of the trap. After cycIotron excitation (2). ions 
spread out until they reach the same value of the trapping 
potential. Thus, after cyclotron excitation, ions are well repre- 
sented by a line-charge model (see text). 
Theory 
Line Charge Model for Postexcitation Spatial 
Distribution of Ions 
To choose an appropriate model for the ion charge 
distribution in the trap, we first need to have some 
idea of where the ions are located after dipolar radial 
(i.e., conventional) excitation [28]. We begin from 
the y = Cl plane of the trap equipotential surfaces in 
Figure 2), a given ion’s z-oscillation amplitude, z,,, 
must therefore increase as r increases because the 
quadrupolar potential factor, r2 - 2202, must remain 
constant: 
z-energy(tota1) 
an assumed axial (i.e., along the magnetic field z- 
direction) quadrupolar electrostatic trapping potential 
and a unifdrm electric excitation field @pendicular to 
the quadrupolar (z-) axis, both accurate to second-order 
in a Taylor expansion of the electric potential about the 
center of the trap. In this approximation, the electric 
excitation field does not create any work for ions 
= z-energy(kinetic) + z-energy(potential) 
= constant 
= E,(kinetic) + E,(potential) 
, 
= 95, Qtr 
1 
- $(r2 + 2zf)) 
(2) 
moving in the z-direction. The equation of ion motion 
along the z-axis for an ICR ion trap of arbitrary geome- Stated another way, ions after excitation are able to roll 
try is defined by the trapping potential, VT (eq 1) “uphill” along the z-potential until they reach the 
obtained by applying a potential, V,,, to each of the same trapping potential as before excitation. Thus, as 
two trapping electrodes. ions are excited radially to larger cyclotron orbits, they 
spread out along the z-direction, ultimately extending 
to the length of the trap along magnetic field direction 
VT(r, z) = V,, cqr - 
( 
$(r2 - 2z*) 
i 
(1) when the postexcitation ion cyclotron radius reaches 
the radius of the trap. 
More generally, it turns out that ion z-energy is 
in which 5 has dimensions of length and is a charac- 
teristic measurement of the size oi the trap (e.g., for a 
cylindrical trap, 5 = trap radius), and the constants, CL 
and p, are determined by the trap geometry [29-311. 
For example, a,,(cubic) = 0.33 and &(cubic) = 1.39; 
cy,,(cylindrical) = 0.28 and &(cylindrical) = 0.45 for a 
cylinder of unit aspect (length-to-diameter) ratio. 
frequency, even-if the excitation electric field is spa- 
conserved during radial excitation at the ion cyclotron 
tially nonuniform. Dipolar radial ion cyclotron excita- 
tion increases the ion z-energy only when the excita- 
tion spectrum has a component at or near twice the 
trapping oscillation frequency [28, 311. 
Next, we assume that the initial phases of ion z- 
oscillations are randomly distributed (as would be 
expected from electron ionization of a gaseous sample, 
or external ion injection of long duration compared 
with one trapping cycle). Thus, we may regard the 
distribution c% ion charge along the z-axis as essen- 
The energy of ion z-motion is conserved during 
dipolar radial (i.e., conventional) excitation. Because 
the electrostatic quadrupolar trapping potential flat- 
tens out along the z-direction as the ion cyclotron 
orbital radius,-r, increases (see cross section -through 
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tially uniform before (and after) radial excitation. For 
example (see Figure 2), if the ions are evenly dis- 
tributed within _ 1 mm (in practice, probably some- 
what wider [15]) along the z-axis of a 5.08 cm cubic 
trap before radial excitation, then they will be dis- 
tributed within - 7 mm after excitation to a 1 cm 
cyclotron radius and within - 14 mm after excitation 
to a 2 cm cyclotron radius. 
We also note that the initial ion spatial distribution 
is limited by the diameter (typically -0.2-2 mm) of 
the ion-forming beam (e.g., electron ionization, pho- 
toionization) for ions formed inside the trap or by the 
ion beam diameter for externally injected ions. How- 
ever, even if ions are initially distributed over a wide 
range of magnetron radii (i.e., a range of displacements 
from the z-axis), quadrupolar excitation may be em- 
ployed to “axialize” the ions and squeeze them back 
into a narrow tube on the z-axis [32-351. Ultimately, 
the ion radial distribution is limited by the thermal 
cyclotron radius (e.g., - 0.01 mm for C+ ions at 7 
Tesla). 
Therefore, to a good approximation, we may model 
the postexcitation ion z-distribution as a line of charge 
uniformly distributed along the z-direction. Coulomb- 
mediated mutual interaction forces between ions may 
thus be taken to lie in a plane perpendicular to the trap 
z-axis, leading to great simplification in the theoretical 
analysis. Actually, the instantaneous interaction of an 
individual ion with the line of charge representing ions 
of a different mass-to-charge ratio depends on the 
instantaneous ion position because of the finite diame- 
ter of the line charge. The effect is to produce addi- 
tional broadening (but not a frequency shift) of the ICR 
signal for the ions in question. We shall henceforth 
ignore this effect and treat only the interaction of a 
point charge with a line of charge. 
Charge I-Charge 2 Interactions 
We begin by reviewing the direct Coulomb interaction 
between two parallel charged lines, representing a 
mass doublet of ions of two different mass-to-charge 
ratios, a problem previously treated by several authors 
[8,19,20] (see Figure 3). (Ions of a given mass-to-charge 
ratio do not shift each other’s cyclotron frequency [21], 
unless the trapping potential is nonquadrupolar [ 191.) 
Chen and Comisarow [19] solved for the eiectric field 
(as a function of ion z-position) from a finite line of 
charge and then extrapolated to an infinitely extended 
line of charge. We begin from the electric field due to 
an infinitely extended line of charge, 
in which (T is the charge density (charge per unit 
length) along the line of charge, d is the perpendicular 
distance between the two lines of charge, and l 0 is the 
permittivity of a vacuum. We may relate eq 3 to the 
n 
A r 
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Figure 3. Relations between the ion-ion repulsion force, F,,(r), 
UT F,,(r), and its radial component. The outwardly directed 
radial component effectively reduces the Lorentz force due to the 
applied magnetic field and shifts the ion cyclotron frequency 
downward. Note that cos r$ = sinCa/Z), as derived in the text. 
present problem by defining the charge density by 
dividing the actual total charge, 9,N,, by the actual 
length, I, of the line of charge in the trap, 
q,N, 
1 
from which we obtain the electric field due to each line 
of charge, 
E = 9rNi 
1 27iY”dl 
Ez= s (5b) 
in which 91 and 92 are the charges per ion, I is the 
length of the charged line, and N, and N2 are the total 
numbers of ions constituting each charged line. The 
electrostatic force, F,,, acting on an individual ion in 
line 1 from all N2 ions on the other line of charge is 
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It is the radial component of this force, F12,+adiaaial which Finally, since the magnetron frequencies of two ions 
affects the ion cyclotron frequency. From Figure 3, of approximately the same mass-to-charge ratio are 
4142N2 
virtually identical for ions of inass well below the 
Fir(r) = K cos 9 (7al 
“critical” mass [37], we may now write the error 
0 (systematic) in measurement of the d$j%reence in cy- 
d = 2r sin(a/Z) ob) 
clotron frequency (from which the corresponding mass 
difference is obtained) between two components of a 
01 = Z~(V,fii - r$rr,& (7c) mass doublet, 
in which yeti, and verr,z are “effective” ion cyclotron S( veff,* - verr,i) = (zJ,,~~~ - veff,l)measured - (vcz - vc,i) 
frequencies of the two mass-doublet components, r is 
the ion cyclotron orbital radius, and c1 is the cyclotron @Jr91 - Nz92) = 
phase difference between the two orbiting line charges 8&,IBr2 (11) 
at time f, assuming that the lines were coincident at 
time zero. Fr;m the geometry of Figure 3, we see that 2.3 x 10-‘“(N,z, - N2z2) 
= 
cos 4 = sin T, so that eqs 7a and b may be combined 
to yield L 
9i92N2 
Mr) = G 
0 
1Br2 
For example, for the 3He+/3H+ mass doublet ob- 
(81 
served at B = 4.7 Tesla, 1 - 1.0 cm, and r 2: 1 cm 
(identical for both 3H+ and 3He+), the absolute sys- 
tematic error is 8(AuPH) = 5 x 10m5 (N, - Nr) Hz. 
Under these conditions, if Ni = 450 and Nr-= 550 
ions, the corresponding systematic error in measured 
mass difference is equivalent to - 0.5 eV difference in 
Charge Z-Image 2 Interaction: Cylindrical Ion Trap 
rest mass (mc*) energy. At a cyclotron radius of 3 mm, 
the error is an order of magnitude larger. The most 
Nikolaev and Gorshkov [ 231 have previously analyzed 
important and obvious feature of eq 11 is that the 
direct mutual Coulomb repulsion between two line 
charges does not affect the ICR-based mass difference 
measurement for a mass doublet, provided that an 
equal number of ions of each type is present. 
We therefore obtain the striking result that for the 
line-charge model, the radial component of the mutual 
Coulomb repulsion force between the ions (and thus 
the cyclotron orbital frequency shift-see below) is 
independent of the relative positions (i.e., cyclotron 
orbital phase difference between) of two line charges 
of the same cyclotron orbital radius! 
applied magnetic field, it is convenient to represent the 
Coulomb mutual repulsion force as a small shift in the 
ion cyclotron frequency [ 19, 201: 
Because the radial component of the Coulomb mu- 
tual repulsion force is exactly opposite in direction to 
the Lorentz force arising from motion of the ions in an 
F,,(r) = m,rw,6o, = 2pq,BrGv, (9) 
in Which B is the static magnetic field induction and 
8v, is the shift in ion cyclotron frequency of the first 
orbiting line of charge due to electrostatic interaction 
with the second orbiting line of charge. If v, and vm 
denote the unshifted cyclotron frequency (qB/2rrm, in 
which m is ion mass) and the magnetron frequency 
[2, 361, then the “effective” ion cyclotron orbital fre- 
quency of the first type of ions is given by 
the image charge induced in an-infinitely extended 
conductive cylinder by a line of charge. For a line of 
charge of charge density (i.e., charge per unit length), 
uionf and cyclotron orbital radius, rion, and its corre- 
sponding image charge of charge density, ulmage, and 
cyclotron orbital radius, rimage (see Figure 4, top), 
%ff,l = vc.1 - urn.1 - 6lJ, 
92 N2 
= vc.1 - vm.1 - 8&,IBr2 (10) 
2.3 x 10-‘“z,N2 
= vc.1 - %I,1 - lB?J 
in which z2 is the number of elementary charges per 
ion of type 2. Note that eq 10 (like eq 8) is independent 
of the distance between the two line charges, unlike 
the more general case treated by Chen and Comisarow 
[19,20] for a finite-extent line-charge model. 
a,, = -%?a, (1%) 
in which r+_, is the radius of the cylindrical ion trap. 
From eq 12, the force (which is always radial in direc- 
tion) acting on an ion of charge 9, due to the image 
force from all Ni ions, each of charge 9, (see eq 6a) 
may be expressed as: 
Fion l,image 1 = 
d W 
29roI(rbg, - lion) 
9:Niri, 
= ~‘TTE~~(Y& - ri20,) 
(131 
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Figure 4. Schematic of an ion packet and the force exerted by its 
corresponding image charge, relative to nearby c&drical (top) 
or parallel-plate (bottom) electrodes. 
resulting in a (downward) shift (see eq 9) in the ion 
cyclotron hequency to an effective frequency, 
veff.1 = vc.1 - %,l - 8v1 
qlN1 (14) 
= “C.1 - vm’l - 4&,IB(r& - r&) 
Finally, the contribution of the charge l-image 1 inter- 
action to the difference in observed effective cyclotron 
frequency for an infinitely extended cylindrical ion 
trap may now be expressed as 
a( Veff,2 - Veff,,) = 
(Wiz - 4%) 
4&,ZB( Y&+ - r&) 
(15) 
Charge I-huge 1 Interaction: Parallel-Plate 
Detector 
To obtain a rough estimate of the magnitude of the 
charge l-image 1 interaction for a cubic trap, consider 
the simplified model of an infinitely extended 
parallel-plate capacitor whose plates are perpendicular 
to the x-axis (Figure 4, bottom). The image charge 
parameters are then simply 
rimape, =a-2x, Timage, = a +2x, 
“ion = - uimage,l = - uimage,2 06) 
in which q,._+ and ~_s.,~ are the corresponding 
image charges, R is the distance between the plates, 
rimage, and rtiaWz are the distances from each line of 
charge to its corresponding image charge, and x is the 
instantaneous x-coordinate of the line of charge. For 
the geometry shown in Figure 4 (bottom), we may 
write for total radial force acting on an ion of charge q 
in one of the lines of charge 
F mml_tige &radial) = F,(radial) - F,(radial) 
q:N, 4r sir? 0 (17) =- 
2~recI a2 - 4r2 sin’ 0 
in which r is the ion cyclotron radius and 9 = 2~,, t. 
For rapid circular ion motion, the time-averaged force 
( Fi, l-imge lhdial) > 
leads to an effective ion cyclotron frequency 
sff.1 = 5.1 - %,l - SV] 
41 1 
N 1 
= VC.1 - vm,l - -- 4rr2e,lB r2 (19) 
X(/p&l) 
Although the instantaneous force on the ions [20, 381 
clearly varies with 0, the detection period is much 
longer than a period of the cyclotron motion. Thus, 
since the observed frequency shift represents a time 
integral of the instantaneous ion cyclotron phase, it is 
appropriate to integrate the observed force over 0 to 
obtain eq 19. Finally, the contribution of the charge 
l-image 1 interaction to the difference in observed 
effective cyclotron frequency for an infinitely extended 
parallel-plate capacitor approximation to a cubic ion 
trap may now be expressed as 
%(%ff,Z - %ff,l) 
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For example, for the 3He+/ 3H+ mass doublet, un- 
der the conditions I= 1 cm, B = 4.7 Tesla, I = 1 cm, 
and ytrap = 2 cm (i.e., a = 4 cm), the ion cyclotron 
frequency shift (in Hertz) calculated from eq 20 is 
s(Av,) = 1.5 x 10m5 (AN). For example, if A$ - A$ 
= 1000 ions, then S(Av,,) = 0.015 Hz (corresponding 
to a mass difference error equivalent to -2 eV in 
energy). 
Charge Z-Image 2 Interactions: Cylindrical lon Trap 
We complete our analysis of Coulomb-induced shifts 
in ion cyclotron frequency by considering the interac- 
tion between ions of one mass-to-charge ratio with the 
image charge induced by ions of a second mass-to- 
charge ratio. We begin as before with an infinitely 
extended cylindrical ion trap. From the geometry 
shown in Figure 5 (top), the distance, h, between ions 
of type 1 and the image of ions of type 2 obeys the 
relation 
h2 = r:,, + r;_se2 - 2rimaseZrion cos Q (21) 
trode 
Figure 5. Schematic of two ion packets, and the force exerted by 
the image charge of one packet on an ion in the other packet, for 
cylindrical (top) and parallel-plate (bottom) electrodes. 
in which (Y is the same as in eq 7. The radial compo 
nent of the charge l-image 2 interaction force then 
becomes 





rimage - rion 
_ h2 (22) 
cos c$ = 
2r,h 
From eqs 21 and 22 we obtain 
Fim-image 2 (radial, a) 
qlqzNz =- - 2 rt& + 2 lion rimage 2 cos a 
4&r, r& + r&_,2 - 2rionrimage2 cos o 
(23) 
Because the detection period is generally much longer 
than the cyclotron orbital period, we may average the 
force of eq 23 over all angles, 0 5 (Y s 27~: 
. <~im_~~2(radiaO) 
= ~loZliFi~~_,s~,(radial, a) do = 0 ‘24) 
Thus, the interaction between ions of one mass-to- 
charge ratio and the image charge for ions of a second 
mass-to-charge ratio (but the same ion cyclotron or- 
bital radius) does not result in a shift in ion cyclotron 
orbital frequency of either ion type (for the model of 
finite-length lines of charge in an infinitely extended 
cylindrical ion trap). 
Charge l-Image 2 Interactions: Parallel-Plate 
Detector 
The result of eq 24 also holds true for a parallel-plate 
detector. Consider the charge Z-image 2 interaction for 
an infinitely extended parallel-plate capacitor (Figure 
5, bottom) in a coordinate frame rotating at the ion 
cyclotron frequency, wp, of the charged line type 2 
ions. By symmetry, the initial phase of this rotation 
does not matter; we may therefore position the line of 
charge precisely midway between the two detection 
electrodes. For the geometry shown in Figure 5 (bot- 
tom), total radial component of the force acting on ions 
of type 1 from the image of the charged line of type 2 
ions may be expressed as 
FionI_imase2(radiaL o) 
q2N2 (a - x)sin a + (7 - ykos a 
=- 
2%-e,z (a - x)2 + (r - y)’ (25) 
(a + X)sh a - (r - y)cos a 
- 
(a + xl2 + (r-y)’ I 
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in which x and y are the instantaneous coordinates of be 2 500 ps to avoid overlap between these two 
the ion of type 1, [I is the distance between electrodes, components. The excitation signal after mixing was 
and T is the (common) cyclotron radius of both lines of smplified and applied differentially to the excitation 
charge. In cylindrical coordinates, x = T sin (Y and y = electrode plates of a 5.08 cm cubic ICR ion trap. The 
r cos a, and the radial component of the force becomes transient time-domain signal obtained by differential 
dipolar detection from a second pair of plates orthogo 
Fi- ,_ti,,,(radial, o) 
nal to the first pair was amplified and mixed with a 
reference sinusoidal signal from another (PTS-40) RF 
s2N2 asina+rcosa-r 
frequency synthesizer. Ions were formed by electron 
=- 
27%l ( (a - r sin &J2 + (r - r cos a)* (26) 
impact ionization (40 eV electron beam for 100-300 ms 
at an emission current of 3.0 PA at 4 X 10-i’ torr of a 
mixture of methane and molecular nitrogen). Ions were 
asina-rcosa+r \ excited and detected by the use of a standard FI/ICR - 
(a+r~ina)~+(r-rcosa) 2l 
experimental event sequence: quench period of 10 ms, 
ion formation as described above, diuolar resonant 
As for the cylindrical trap, we may average over all (Y 
axial ejection of unwanted ions (“C’, N;), excitation 
to obtain 
(see above) of cyclotron motion of ions followed by 
a _ 50 rns delay, and data acquisition (16 K time- 
domain data points, 2 kHz Nyquist bandwidth). The 
’ /2~Fi,1_~s,2(radia1) da = 0 (27) =- 
2r 0 
Thus, the interaction between ions of type 1 and the 
image charge from ions of type 2 does not lead to a 
systematic error in mass measurement, for ions of two 
mass-to-charge ratios orbiting at the same ion cy- 
clotron radius, modeled as lines of charge between the 
plates of an infinitely extended parallel-plate capacitor. 
Experimental 
All r2C1Hl/ 14N+ doublet experiments were carried 
out on a home-built FT/ICR mass spectrometer [39] 
consisting of a 7.0446 Tesla, 150 mm bore diameter 
superconducting solenoidal magnet (Oxford Instru- 
ments, Oxney Mead, England), a high-vacuum system 
with ten 300 L/s ion pumps and four titanium subli- 
mation pumps (Perkin-Elmer TNB-X, Eden Prairie, 
MN), and an Extrel ELMS-2000 data station (Extrel 
FTMS/Millipore, Madison, WI) for control of the ex- 
perimental event sequence as well as visualization, 
processing, and storage of mass spectral data. 
The ‘*CIHz and 14N+ ion cyclotron resonances 
differ in frequency by 6932 Hz at 7.0446 Tesla. The 
following double-frequency excitation mode was used 
to excite both doublet components simultaneously [ll]. 
digitized time-domain unapodized data were then sub 
jetted to a fast Fourier transform and displayed in 
magnitude mode. The reference frequency was shifted 
by 300 Hz from the midpoint between the ICR fre- 
quencies for 12C’Hi and r4N+ for convenience in 
display; the signal from ‘*C’Hi ions was detected by 
foldover [l, 401. Figure 6 (top) shows a typical mass 
spectrum for this doublet, at a mass resolving power 
of 20,000,OOO routinely used in these experiments. Peak 
heights were obtained by repeated zero-filling before 
FFr [411. 
All experiments for the 3He+/3H+ doublet were 
carried out on a CMS-47 (Spectrospin AG) FT/ICR 
mass spectrometer based on 4.686 Tesla, 150 mm bore 
diameter superconducting solenoidal magnet, a high- 
vacuum system with a 330 L/s turbomolecular pump 
(Balzers, Pfeiffer Turbo TPU 330, Zurich, Switzerland), 
and an Aspect-3000 data station for control of the 
experimental event sequence as well as visualization, 
processing, and storage of mass spectral data. Ions 
were formed by electron impact ionization (60 eV 
electron beam for 50-100 ms at an emission current of 
_ 1.0 PA at 5 x lo-’ torr of a mixture of helium-3 and 
molecular tritium). 3H2 molecules were introduced 
into the vacuum system through a palladium inlet 
system cooled at liquid nitrogen temperature from a 1 
Ci (12-year-old) sample. 
At 4.7 Tesla, 3He+ and 3H+ ions have cyclotron 
frequencies of _ 23.8 MHz, which exceeds the maxi- 
mum frequency of the Spectrospin CMS47 spectrome- 
The RF carrier frequency-for ion cyclotron excitation ter. Excitation-of cyclotron orbital motion was there- 
was produced by a PTS-160 frequency synthesizer (100 fore produced by a home-built external high-frequency 
kHz-160 MHz frequency range). In double-frequency synthesizer. An RF carrier frequency signal at 20 MHz 
excitation mode, the carrier signal at vcanier from the was mixed with a 3.8 MHz frequency signal produced 
P’fS 160 synthesizer was mixed with a 3466 Hz low- by the Aspect-3000 data station synthesizer. After mix- 
frequency signal produced by the Extrel FTMS-2000 ing, the final single-frequency excitation signal is cen- 
data station synthesizer to produce a final excitation tered midway between the helium-3 and tritiurn cy 
signal containing two frequency components 2 X 3466 clotron frequencies. After mixing, the excitation signal 
= 6932 Hz apart. The excitation period was chosen to was amplified and applied differentially to the excita- 










Figure 6. Ultrahigh-resolution m/ICR mass s e&a of two 
P mass doublets. Top: the widely spaced “CH;/ 4N+ doublet, 
detected at 7.0 Tesla in a 5.08 an cubic ion trap. Bottom: the 
closely spaced 3H+/ 3He+ doublet, detected at 4.7 Tesla in a 3.2 
cm diameter, 5.0 cm long cylindrical ion trap. Because the hetem- 
dyne carrier frequency was placed between the 12CHz and 14N+ 
cyclotron frequencies, the two peaks in the top spectrum are 
actually more widely separated than they appear in the figure. 
tion electrodes of a cylindrical ICR ion trap (32 mm 
diameter, 50 mm long). The transient time-domain 
signal obtained by differential dipolar detection was 
amplified and mixed with a reference sinusoidal signal 
(20 MHz) from the same RF frequency synthesizer. 
Ions were excited and detected by the use of a stan- 
dard FT/ICR experimental event sequence: quench 
period of 100 ms; ion formation as described above; 
axial ejection of unwanted ions by applying an RF 
voltage differentially between the trapping electrodes 
at the trapping frequencies of the unwanted ions, fol- 
lowed by a - 100-500 ms delay; excitation of cy- 
clotron motion of ions, followed by a -20-100 ms 
delay; and data acquisition (32 K time-domain data 
points, 1 kI-Iz Nyquist bandwidth). The digitized 
time-domain data were then subjected to fast Fourier 
transformation and displayed in magnitude mode. Fig- 
ure 6 (bottom) presents a typical mass spectrum for 
this doublet, at a mass resolving power of 10,000,000. 
Peak heights were obtained by interpolation with stan- 
dard Bruker software. 
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Results and Discussion 
From the theoretical expressions developed above for a 
Coulomb-mediated shift in ion cyclotron orbital fre- 
quency, we obtain two extremely useful predictions 
that should guide all future FT/ICR/MS-based mea- 
surements of mass difference between ions of unlike 
mass-to-charge ratios. We begin by combining the ef- 
fects of both direct Coulomb repulsion and image- 
charge forces to obtain an expression for the overall 
shift in ion cyclotron orbital frequency difference be- 
tween ions of two different mass-to-charge ratios: 
for a cylindrical ICR trap and 
SC %ff,Z - veff.1 parallel plates 1 
(Nl% - N2q2) 
= 
49~~e,IB 
I 3 1 InZ 
(28b) 
for a cubic trap. Equation 28 is approximate and should 
in principle be modified for traps of finite aspect ratio 
[27, 311; however, such effort is unwarranted because 
of the arguments advanced in the next two sections. 
Coulomb-Mediated Frequency Shift Vanishes for 
Equal Abundances of Unlike Ions 
It is obvious that there are two limits in which the 
Coulomb-mediated shift in ion cyclotron frequency (eq 
28) vanishes, namely, when either the first or second 
bracketed term in either equation goes to zero. First, if 
h$ = N2 (i.e., equal numbers of ions of two unlike 
mass-to-charge ratios), then shifts induced by both 
ion-ion and ion-image charge vanish for either cylin- 
drical or flat detection electrodes. Although it may not 
be easy experimentally to achieve the N1 = N2 condi- 
tion in any one experiment, it is usually possible (e.g., 
by conducting electron ionization experiments at dif- 
ferent partial pressures of the two components) to 
conduct a series of measurements at different relative 
abundances of the two types of ions and then extrapo- 
late to the N1 = N2 limit (see below). 
Optimal lon Cyclotron Radius for Mass Difference 
Measurements: Theo y 
A second desirable situation is when the second brack- 
eted expression in eq 28 vanishes. Note (see next 
paragraph) that the shift in ion cyclotron frequency 
difference is of opposite sign for the direct ion-ion 
repulsion than for the ion-image charge interaction. 
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Moreover, the ion-ion force decreases with increasing 
ion cyclotron radius, because the two ion packets (here 
modeled as lines of charge) are on the average farther 
apart at a larger cyclotron radius. However, the 
ion-image charge force increases with increasing ion 
cyclotron radius as the ion packet approaches the de- 
tection electrodes. Therefore, we obtain the very useful 
result that the overall Coulomb-mediated shift in ion 
cyclotron frequency vanishes at an intermediate “opti- 
mal” ion cyclotron orbital radius at which the ion-ion 
and ion-image charge forces exactly cancel! Setting the 
right-hand bracketed terms in eq 28 equal to zero 
quickly leads to 
I = 2 = 0.6rtiap (cylindrical trap) (29a) 
Grtrap 
= 0.75: (cubic trap) (29b) 
6 
Figure 7 is an illustration of the effects described by 
eq 28. In the limit of a very small number of ions, 
Coulomb-mediated interactions produce negligible 
shift in ICR frequency, and the difference between 
cyclotron frequencies of two types of ions of different 
Y v2 










I NpN2; r-rtrap 
Figure 7. Schematic of ion cyclotron frequencies, v, and v2, 
and ion cyclotron frequency difference, IQ - vI, for three differ- 
ent limiting sWations relating to two ion packets of different 
mass-to-charge ratios but equal ion cyclotron orbital radius. As 
described in the text, ion-ion (middle plot) and ion-image charge 
(bottom plot) interactions have opposite effects on Iv2 - v,l rela- 
tive to its unshifted value in the absence of Coulomb-mediated 
interactions (top plot). 
mass-to-charge ratios is simply the difference in their 
“effective” cyclotron frequencies, that is, v2 - ul = A v 
= y+,1 - v_,,, where Ir+ = qB/2rm - V~l - 5elativistic 
= the ion cyclotron frequency, shifted by magnetron 
and relativistic terms. For unequal number (N, > N2) 
of two such types of ions, v2 - V~ < Ar, because the 
dominant Coulomb-mediated frequency shift is from 
charge l-charge 2 ion-ion repulsion, and the more 
abundant ions ( Nl) shift the cyclotron frequency of the 
less abundant ions ( N2) more than vice versa. How- 
ever, at a large cyclotron orbital radius approaching 
the diameter of the ion trap itself, the dominant 
Coulomb-mediated cyclotron frequency shift mecha- 
nism is charge l-image 1 and charge 2-image 2 interac- 
tions, and 1/Z - Ye > Av, because the more abundant 
ions (N,) shift their own cyclotron frequency more 
than the less abundant ions (N2) shift theirs. A little 
thought reveals that if Nl < N2, the same arguments 
apply, except that < and > are reversed in the 
above argument. Equation 29 represents the “optimal” 
ion cyclotron radius at which v2 - v1 = Av, and the 
Coulomb-mediated frequency shift vanishes. 
To demonstrate experimentally the effect of 
Coulomb-mediated (i.e., ion-ion and ion-image 
charge) interaction of ions of two different mass-to- 
charge ratios, we measured the ion cyclotron fre- 
quency difference as a function of the ratio between 
ion magnitude-mode peak heights, which are in turn 
approximately [42] proportional to the corresponding 
relative numbers of ions in the limit that the ICR 
response is linear [43,44], and that the line shapes and 
widths of the two FT/ICR mass spectral peaks are the 
same. According to eq 28, the deviation of the differ- 
ence in measured cyclotron frequencies of two unlike- 
mass ions from that observed in the absence of mutual 
Coulomb-mediated interactions between the two types 
of ions may be expressed as 
SC SEE,2 - %ff,d = (c_ff,2 - %ff,lineasured - (%2 - Vc,l) 
(30) 
in which f(r) is an ion cyclotron radius-dependent 
function that depends on the ion trap configuration 
(see eq 28). A similar result follows from the ion packet 
model of Chen and Comisarow [ 191. 
Establishment uf Equal Cyclotron Orbital Radii for 
Ions of Two Different Mass-to-Charge Ratios 
The present analysis requires that both types of ions 
have precisely the same cyclotron orbital radii. This 
condition was achieved experimentally by use of a 
short single-frequency excitation period ( < 30 ms> for 
the closely spaced 3He+/ 3H’ mass doublet [8, 141, so 
that ions of both masses were excited with the same 
RF voltage amplitude. For the more widely spaced 
‘2C’H:/14N+ mass doublet, simultaneous excitation 
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at the two cyclotron frequencies was achieved by plac- 
ing a carrier frequency exactly midway (to within a 
few megaHertzI between the two cyclotron frequen- 
cies, and modulating the frequency of the carrier to 
produce sideband excitation signals at each of the two 
ion cyclotron effective frequencies. (Relativistic shift 
during excitation [lo] is negligible for this relatively 
high-mass doublet.) Because the number of trapped 
ions is expected to increase linearly with electron ion- 
ization period, the absence of any correlation (within 
the standard error of each measurement) between the 
measured difference in cyclotron frequencies and 
ionization period establishes that both components 
of the mass doublet have equal cyclotron orbital radii 
[14, 151 for both the 3He+/3H+ (Figure 8, top) and 
12C1Hz/ 14Nf (Figure 8, bottom) mass doublets. 
Experimental CycZotron Frequency Difirence as a 
Function of Ion Relative Abundance and Cyclotron 
Orbital Radius 
Equation 30 predicts how cyclotron orbital frequency 
difference should vary with the relative abundance 
and cyclotron orbital radius of a population of trapped 
ions of two unlike mass-to-charge ratios. Figure 9 
shows a typical dependence of the difference in experi- 
mentally measured cyclotron frequency between 
“C’H: and 14Nt on the measured peak height ratio, 
P 157-6 1 
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Figure 8. Ion cyclotron frequency difference for each of two 
mass doublets as a function of the duration of the period of 
electron ionization. Note the lack of dependence of cyclotron 
frequency difference on total number of trapped ions (see text). 
1 
A(‘2C1Hz)/A(14N+). In these experiments, the ion rel- 
ative abundances were varied by leaking in N2 at a 
fixed rate, while varying the relative inlet leakage rate 
of CH,. Experiments of the type shown in Figure 9 
were repeated at different cyclotron orbital radii, which 
were in turn calculated to third order in excitation 
potential [30] 
I 





for a cubic ion trap, in which a is the length of each 
side of the trap, Vc,_p, and texcite are the peak-to-peak 
RF amplitude and duration of the excitation electric 
potential, and 
r 
- = 0.883 
“cp-pjtexcite 
- 0.023 
?(p-p)texcite 3 (31b) 
d 2Bd2 2 Bd2 
for a cylindrical trap of diameter d. As predicted by eq 
30, the two straight lines in Figure 9 intersect at NI = 
N2 (i.e., equal numbers of ‘*CIHz and ‘*N+ ions). 






0 r = 2.2 cm 
A A r=1.5cm 
0 
\ 
0 1 2 
Magnitude-mode peak height 
ratio, A(CHz )/A(N+) 
Figure 9. Ion cyclotron frequency difference for the 
‘2CH;/‘4N* mass doublet as a function of the ratio of the 
respective FT/ICR magnitude-mode mass spectral relative peak 
heights for experiments conducted at two different ion cyclotron 
orbital radii. Any Coulomb-mediated shift in the frequency dif- 
ference is predicted to vanish when A(“CH: )/ApN+) = 1, as 
evidenced by the intersection of the two best-fit straight lines at 
that peak height ratio (see text). 
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curves agrees with the value, (2.2/l.5)2 = 2.15, pre- 
dicted by eq 11. Figure 9 thus provides quantitative 
confirmation of the applicability of the line charge 
model for the cubic trap experiments reported here. 
Optimal Ion Cyclotron Radius for Mass Difference 
Measurements: Experiment 
Figure 10 shows the dependence of the slope of a plot 
of cyclotron frequency difference versus peak height 
ratio on ion cyclotron orbital radius, based on experi- 
mental data from 3He+/ 3Ht in a cylindrical ion trap. 
As predicted by eq 28, there is an optimal intermediate 
cyclotron orbital radius at which ion-ion Coulombic 
repulsion between the two ion packets is exactly com- 
pensated by the ion-image charge attraction. At this 
radius, the measured cyclotron frequency difference 
(Figure 10) matches (to within the experimental stan- 
dard deviation) that for the currently accepted mass 
difference between 3HeC and ‘H+. The experimentaIly 
obtained optimal radius, rion = 1 cm (or - 0.62 I,,~), 
is in excellent agreement with that predicted analyti- 
cally for a cylindrical trap (r = 0.6 rtrap) (eq 30a). For 
the cubic trap, the image-charge shift is predicted to 
appear only at ri_ 2 2.0 cm, and we were unable to 
achieve sufficient S/N ratio at such a large ion cy- 
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Figure 10. Plot of the slope of each of several graphs of the type 
shown in Figure 9, corresponding to each of several different ion 
cyclotron orbital radii. Note that the slope goes to zero (i.e., ion 
cyclotron frequency difference becomes independent of relative 
numbers of the two ionic components of a mass doublet) at the 
intermediate ion cyclotron radius calculated from eq 29 (see text). 
of ions as well as the large relativistic shift and long 
excitation period used to detect this mass doublet. 
Mass Measurement Accuracy: “C’H:/ 14Ni 
A necessary condition for accurate mass measurements 
by ET/CR/MS (or any other method) is that repeated 
measurements exhibit a Gaussian distribution, so that 
any remaining errors are random and may be reduced 
by statistical analysis of the repeated measurements. 
Figure 11 shows histograms describing the relative 
probability of a given ion cyclotron frequency differ- 
ence between l*C’Hl and 14N+, for experimental 
measurements in a 5.08-cm cubic ion trap at 7.0 Tesla. 
If Coulomb-mediated ion-ion and ion-image charge 
interactions are not taken into account (e.g., the rela- 
tive abundances of the two ions may vary from one 
measurement to the next due to variation in relative 
leakage of the two gases through the sample inlets), 
then the histogram (Figure 11, top> is clearly non- 
Gaussian. However, if measurements are restricted to 
spectra for which the ratio of the abundances (as re- 
flected by their relative magnitude-mode peak heights) 
is held constant at 1.00 * 0.05, then the histogram for 
mean = 6,932,473 mHz 
median = 6,932,615 mHz 
non-Gaussian distribution 
176 252 328 404 480 556 632 708 784 860 936 
[v (“CH ;, - v (14N +)] - 6,932,OOO mHz 
Lj 
mean =6,932,4&I ml-k 
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[v (‘*CH ;) - v (14N +)] - 6,932,OOO mHz 
Figure 11. Histograms of the relative probability of a given ion 
cyclotron frequency difference for the ‘2CH:/‘4N+ mass dou- 
blet in a large number of repeated measurements. The upper plot 
represents experiments in which measurements were performed 
at various relative abundances of the two component ion types. 
The lower plot represents experiments in which the relative 
abundances of the two component ion types were kept equal for 
all measurements, as suggested by eq 30. Note the non-Gaussian 
distribution of the data in the upper plot, and the Gaussian 
distribution of the data in the lower plot (see text). 
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repeated measurements of the cyclotron frequency 
difference between ‘*C’H,+ and 14N+ (Figure 11, bot- 
tom) becomes Gaussian and statistical analysis of the 
data to recover an average frequency difference and 
standard deviation is possible. From such an analysis 
of the data in Figure llb, we obtain the ion cyclotron 
frequency difference, 
Q~(‘~N+) - v~~(“C’H;) = 6932484.0(6.8) mHz 
(32) 
corresponding to a mass ratio precision of 8.8 x lO_“‘. 
The ion cyclotron orbital radius for these measure- 
ments was estimated as 2.1 + 0.1 cm, based on Vcpms, 
= 38 V, and iexcite = 540 ps. Uncertainty ln cyclotron 
radius determination reflects the uncertainty between 
the radius determined by the use of the approximate 
eq 31 and the radius determined experimentally from 
the absolute relativistic shift [6, 101 in cyclotron fre- 
quency of . 14N+ The effective (measured) ion cyclotron 
frequency of 14N+ ions was 7,725,724.05 f 0.01 Hz. In 
calculating the cyclotron frequency, we defined the 
magnetron shift as the slope in a plot of the measured 
cyclotron frequency of 14N+ versus trapping potential: 
25.2 f 0.3 Hz/V, or a magnetron shift, v, = 126.0 + 
1.5 Hz, at the experimental electrostatic trapping po- 
tential of 5 V. The relativistic shift was 44.66 + 3.00 Hz 
in absolute ion cyclotron orbital frequency and 120.3 + 
8.1 rnHz in the difference in cyclotron frequency be- 
tween 12C1Hz and 14N+. From the above results, the 
14N+ cyclotron frequency as well as the difference in 
cyclotron frequencies between ‘%Z’H; and 14N* were 
corrected for magnetron and relativistic shifts to obtain 
v,(14N+) = 7,725,894.7 k 3.4 Hz (33a) 
IJ,(‘~N+) - “$‘CIH;) = 6,932,604.3 f 10.6 mHz 
(33b) 
Other possible systematic errors connected with 
magnetic field drift (SB/B = 8 x lO_“’ h-‘) and mag- 
netic field inhomogeneity (6B/B = 2 - 4 X 10m7 
an-‘) were negligible [6]. Finally, the mass difference 
for the r2C1H;/r4N+ ion doublet was calculated from 
the following expression 
m(“CIH;) - m(14N+) 
[46,47]. For the mass difference in eq 36, we obtain 
m(‘*C’H;) - m(14N+) = O.O12576039(19)u (35J 
and correspondingly for the mass of atomic nitrogen, 
m(r4N) = 14.003 074 014(19) u (36) 
in which we have taken 14.53 eV as the ionization 
potential of nitrogen [47]. The value in eq 36 is in good 
agreement with the previously accepted value, m(14N) 
= 14.003 074 OO2(26) u [48], and with the value, 
m(14N) = 14.003 074 OOl(11) u, based on RF mass spec- 
trometry 1491. 
Finally, based on the most recent and most accurate 
measurement of the mass ratio, WZ(~*C’~O’)/~(~~N~) 
= 0.999 598 887 6(4) [7], we can estimate the mass of 
atomic oxygen as, 
m(%) = 15.994 914 638(27) u (37) 
in excellent agreement with 1983 Atomic Mass Evalua- 
tion 15.994 914 63Of50) u [48]. In the present experi- 
ments, our use of a large-radius (5.04 cm cubic) trap 
required that measurements be conducted at a large 
ion cyclotron radius (1.5-2 cm). As a result, the uncer- 
tainty in our final determination of the 14N mass arises 
from uncertainty ln ion cyclotron radius measurement 
(and corresponding uncertainty in ion velocity and 
relativistic shift in ion cyclotron frequency). (Measure- 
ment of ion cyclotron orbital radius from the ratio of 
third to first harmonic signal magnitude [23,27,50,51] 
is difficult, because of the large difference in frequency 
between first and third harmonic.) Thus, the present 
mass accuracy could be improved by performing the 
experiments with a smaller-diameter trap. 
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